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Chinampa (Nahuatl languages: chinÄ•mitl [tÊƒiËˆnaË•mitÉ¬]) is a type of Mesoamerican agriculture which
used small, rectangular areas of fertile arable land to grow crops on the shallow lake beds in the Valley of
Mexico.. Although different technology existed during the Post-classic and Colonial periods in the basin,
chinampas have raised many questions on agricultural production and political ...
Chinampa - Wikipedia
Though the forbidden fruit in the Book of Genesis is not identified, popular Christian tradition holds that Adam
and Eve ate an apple from the forbidden tree in the Garden of Eden.The unnamed fruit of Eden thus became
an apple under the influence of the story of the golden apples in the Garden of Hesperides.As a result, the
apple became a symbol for knowledge, immortality, temptation, the fall ...
Apple (symbolism) - Wikipedia
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FBI Vault. The Vault is the FBI's electronic FOIA Library, containing nearly 7,000 documents and other media
that have been scanned from paper into digital copies so you can read them in the ...
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Inspiration... "For I know the plans I have for you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future."
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If you are a teacher searching for educational material, please visit PBS LearningMedia for a wide range of
free digital resources spanning preschool through 12th grade.
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The FBI has dual responsibilities as a law enforcement and intelligence agency. Learn about our vision,
mission, priorities, core values, budget, and more.
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National Geographic stories take you on a journey thatâ€™s always enlightening, often surprising, and
unfailingly fascinating.
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